释性陈述验证来进行可解释性假新闻检测。具体地，我们首先设计了一个自适应的协同交互
共享层，来使 claim 与相关文章进行交叉交互，来自适应地分别捕获 claims 中被用户广泛关
注的核心语义片段，以及相关文章中用户对 claim 的看法（观点）
。为了探索这些观点中可
能存在的冲突，我们设计了细粒度冲突发掘层，使捕获的所有观点聚焦每个相关文章，来探
索针对每个相关文章潜在的冲突语义。
为了精挑能够成为真正证据的冲突语义，我们设计了
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Abstract
Existing approaches construct appropriate interaction models to explore semantic conflicts between claims and relevant
articles, which provides practical solutions for interpretable
claim verification. However, these conflicts are not necessarily
all about questioning the false part of claims, which makes
considerable semantic conflicts difficult to be used as evidence
to explain the results of claim verification, especially those
that cannot identify the core semantics of claims. In this paper,
we propose evidence inference networks (EVIN), which focus
on the conflicts questioning the core semantics of claims and
serve as evidence for interpretable claim verification. Specifically, EVIN first captures the core semantic segments of claims
and the users’ principal opinions in relevant articles. Then, it
finely-grained identifies the semantic conflicts contained in
each relevant article from these opinions. Finally, EVIN constructs coherence modeling to match the conflicts that queries
the core semantic fragments of claims as explainable evidence.
Experiments on two widely used datasets demonstrate that
EVIN not only achieves satisfactory performance but also
provides explainable evidence for end-users.

1

Introduction

The explosive growth of false claims and their erosion on
democracy, justice, and public trust greatly aggrandize the
demand for false claim verification. Especially with the popularity of social media, the low-cost, large-scale production
and dissemination of false claims by malicious rumormongers are unprecedented. Research indicates that although
false claims account for only 1% of total news consumption
on all platforms (Allen et al. 2020), while the proportion of
false claims on social media is more than 6% of total tweets.
Since the 2016 U.S. presidential election campaign (Grinberg et al. 2019), false claims have dominated the news cycle,
where the top twenty frequently discussed false election stories generated 8,711,000 shares, reactions, and comments on
Facebook (Silverman 2016). It has become quite critical to
detect the credibility of unverified claims on social media in
time to block their spread and refute them.
Claim verification is a tough and challenging task for industry and academia. Previous studies (Castillo, Mendoza,
and Poblete 2011; Jin et al. 2016) are devoted to extracting
Copyright c 2021, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

Claim: Here's a tip for disinfecting your face mask: Just heat it in the
microwave for three minutes.
R1: Falsely, overheating will destroy the internal structure of the mask,
Conflict 1
and the protective ability will be lost.
R2: Really? I'll try it at home.
R3: High temperature can kill the virus, may be useful, but not afraid that
Conflict 2
the mask will be ignited?
R4: It doesn't feel real. Can a microwave oven heated with a mask continue
Conflict 3
to bake food? It's not clean.

Figure 1: A false claim from Twitter. Among the three seman1 Introduction
tic
conflicts, only conflict 1 is able to provide an effective
假新闻的爆炸性增长及其对民主，正义和公众信任的侵蚀大大增加了对准确假新闻检测的需
explanation
for the falsity of claim.

求。尤其是随着社会媒体的普及，带有恶意目的的造谣者低成本、大规模的制造和传播假新
闻的行为空前高涨。研究显示，虽然在所有平台上假新闻只占总新闻消费的 1%[1]而在社交
媒体上的假新闻占总推文 6%以上,尤其是自从 2016 年美国大选以来，假新闻占到了主导地
various
linguistic
and hand-crafted
semantic features
for上产生了
dif- 871.1
位[2]，其中
具有讽刺意味的是，20
个最常被讨论的虚假选举故事在
Facebook

ferentiating claims, which achieves excellent performance.
But it is difficult for these approaches to provide appropriate
explanations for the verification results of claims, i.e., why
claims are false. Thus, recent research has begun to focus on
interpretable claim verification, which generally establishes
interactive models to quest the difference (a.k.a. semantic
conflicts) between claims and their relevant articles (or comments) as evidence to explain the verified results. Specifically,
Popat et al. (2018) devise joint interactions between claims
and their web sources to collect salient conflict words as
word-level evidence for explaining the correctness of claims.
Ma et al. (2019) propose interactive attention networks based
on natural language inference (NLI) to learn the sequence
consistency, so as to obtain semantic conflicts among relevant
articles as sentence-level evidence to verify claims. Wu et
al. (2020) construct an interaction fusion network to survey
the emotional and semantic conflicts between news and its
comments as multi-perspective evidence for enhancing the
capability of verification results.
These interaction models acquire the semantic conflicts
between claims and relevant articles to explain the final verification results, which is a feasible interpretable idea. The
reason is that: different relevant articles, as the opinions of
different users on a specific claim, are usually prone to call
into question on the wrong parts of the false claims (similar to
crowdsourcing rumor refutation), even if they are sometimes
incapable of providing an exact conclusion. These query
voices are rich in conflicting semantics that may include
the reasons for the wrong parts of claims. In consequence,
capturing semantic conflicts contributes to strengthening in-

terpretability. However, these approaches ignore the fact that
the acquired semantic conflicts are not necessarily all about
questioning the false part of claims, which makes considerable semantic conflicts difficult to be used as evidence to
explain the verification results, especially those that cannot
identify the core semantics of claims. Take a concrete example, as shown in Figure 1, there are three conflicts. Only
conflict 1 could be taken as a valid piece of evidence which is
able to reveal the false part of false news due to it effectively
questions the key semantics (i.e., ‘just heat’) of the claim. But
conflict 2 focuses on the flammability of the mask, and conflict 3 considers whether the microwave continue to be used.
Neither of them discusses the key wrong parts of the claim
and debunks it. Therefore, how to capture the conflicts that
focus on the core semantics of claims is a critical problem
for enhancing the interpretability of claim verification.
To deal with the above issues, we propose EVidence
Inference Networks (henceforth, EVIN) for interpretable
claim verification, which strives to capture the conflicts that
focuses on the core fragments of claims as interpretable evidence. Specifically, in EVIN, we first design co-interactive
shared layer to enable claims to interact with relevant articles
for adaptively capturing the core semantic segments widely
concerned by users in claims, as well as the users’ holistic
opinions in relevant articles, respectively. Then, we design
a fine-grained conflict discovery layer that allows the holistic opinions to interact with the individual opinion of each
relevant article for exploring the potential semantic conflicts.
Finally, to select the conflicts that can be the real evidence,
we present evidence-aware coherent layer to construct coherence modeling between the core semantic segments of claims
and the obtained conflicts, which matches the conflicts that
revolve around the core semantics of claims.
Experiments on two real-world competitive datasets
demonstrate that our model outperforms several state-of-theart approaches by 3.0% and 3.4% points in terms of micF1.
Moreover, experimental analysis strongly confirms the interpretability of our model to end-users. To sum up, our main
contributions are as follows:
• A novel and refined interpretable claim verification framework (EVIN) is explored, which can distill the conflicts
that question the core semantics of claims to act as evidence for explaining the verified results.
• Co-interactive shared layer relying on gate affine absorption module has ability to adaptively focus on the core
semantic segments of claims and the holistic opinions
of relevant articles, respectively. And evidence-aware coherence layer based on coherence modeling effectively
matches the conflicts concentrated on the questioned core
semantics of claims.
• Experimental results reveal that our model achieves superior performance on two widely-used datasets. The implementation for our model is publicly available1 .
1
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2

Related Work

In recent years, the task of claim verification on social media
has attracted considerable attention. In addition to manual
feature extraction for claim verification, existing work has
gone through the following two stages.

2.1

Automatic Claim Verification

The methods for automatic claim verification basically rely on
neural networks to automatically capture numerous features
around the perspective of claim content and its social context,
and construct effective classification models for verification.
The content-based methods mostly learn the features of ngrams (Wang 2017), semantics (Khattar et al. 2019), emotions
(Ajao, Bhowmik, and Zargari 2019), stances (Ma, Gao, and
Wong 2018), and writing styles (Gröndahl and Asokan 2019)
from claim text. For concrete examples, Karimi et al. (2019)
capture style features based on content structure at various
language levels, like discourse level by employing rhetorical
structure theory for claim verification. Zhou et al. (2020) study
news content at four levels: lexicon, syntax, semantic, and
discourse, and conduct a supervised machine learning framework to explore potential fake news patterns. Besides, auxiliary information around social context has also been widely
investigated. The context-based methods put great emphasis
on collecting user profile-based (Shu et al. 2019), propagation
structure-based (Wei, Xu, and Mao 2019), comment-based
(Ma et al. 2020), source-based (Pennycook and Rand 2019),
and platform-based features (Shu, Wang, and Liu 2019). For
instance, Zhou et al. (2019) learn propagation network patterns from multiple aspects, i.e., node, ego, triad, community,
and the overall network to detect fake news. These methods
avoid the heavy labor of the methods based on manual feature
extraction, and deeply learn high-level feature representations,
which effectively improve the accuracy of the task.

2.2

Interpretable Claim Verification

Due to the methods for automatic claim verification are difficult to provide reasonable explanations for the verification
results, the demand for interpretable claim verification is evergrowing, which aims at presenting end-users with reasons to
refute rumors through revealing the wrong parts of claims.
In this task, existing methods explore semantic conflicts between claims and relevant articles by means of establishing
different interactive models to explain verification results.
The interactive models could be divided into attention-based
interaction models (Popat et al. 2018), gate fusion interactive models (Wu and Rao 2020), and coherence modeling
interactive models (Ma et al. 2019), and graph-aware interaction models (Lu and Li 2020). The granularity of captured
semantic conflicts involves word-level (Popat et al. 2018),
fragment-level (Lu and Li 2020), sentence-level (Ma et al.
2019), and multi-feature (Wu and Rao 2020) conflicts. These
methods, which employ semantic conflicts to verify claims,
reflect a certain degree of interpretability. But not all conflicts
can be used as valid evidence to reasonably explain the results, and they also include considerable conflicts unrelated
to claims or even interfere with the verified results. Therefore, we struggle to purify available evidence from semantic
conflicts for interpretable claim verification.
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Figure 2: The architecture of our EVIN model.

3

The Proposed Method

In this section, we propose evidence inference networks
(EVIN) for interpretable claim verification. The core idea
of EVIN is to strengthen the conflicts that question the core
semantics of claims and serve as explainable evidence. EVIN
consists of 4-level hierarchical structure, input encoding layer,
co-interactive shared layer, fine-grained conflict discovery
layer, and evidence-aware coherence layer. As shown in Figure 2, we describe each level of EVIN in detail.

3.1

Input Encoding Layer

The inputs of EVIN include three types of sequences: a
claim sequence, the concatenated sequence of all relevant
articles with quantity R, and the sequence of each relevant
article. For any sequence with k tokens, it can be expressed as
X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xk }, each xt ∈ Rd is d-dimensional vector
which could be initialized with pre-trained word embeddings
(Devlin et al. 2019). For the encoding of each sequence Xi ,
we utilize BiLSTM to learn its sequence features, and adopt
the final step’s hidden vector ei ∈ Rk×2h to represent it, where
h is the size of hidden units of LSTM. Here, the encodings
of the claim, that of the sequence of all relevant articles, and
that of the j-th relevant article are represented as ec , erall , and
erj (1 ≤ j ≤ R), respectively.

3.2

Co-interactive Shared Layer

In order to enable the model to respectively focus on the
core semantic segments of claims that are widely concerned
by users, as well as the users’ holistic opinions discussed
in all relevant articles, we design co-interactive shared layer
composed of a cross-attention module and two gate affine
absorption modules to make claims ec and all relevant articles erall interact with each other to screen valuable features
adapted to different interacted inputs.
Cross-attention Module. We employ self-attention networks as the cross-attention module to explicitly capture
the dependencies between any two words and learn the inner

structure information of sequences to ensure the deep interaction between the two sequences, which could be formalized
as:
QKT
H = Attention(Q, K, V) = softmax( √ )V
dk

(1)

where Q, K, and V are query, keys, and value matrices, respectively. In our
setting, Q = erall and K = V = ec , dk is the
修改为四个层次
size of hidden units of BiLSTM, which equals to 2h.
To enhance the parallelism of the networks, multi-head attention linearly projects the queries, keys, and values m times
by using different linear projections, and then performs the
scaled dot-product attention in parallel. Finally, the processed
results are concatenated and once again projected to obtain
the new representation. Formally, the multi-head attention
could be expressed as:
K
V
headi = Attention(QWQ
i , KWi , VWi )
Hs = MultiHead(Q, K, V)
= Concat(head1 , head2 , ..., headm )Wo

(2)
(3)

2h×d1
2h×d1
where WQ
, WK
, WVi ∈ R2h×d1 , and
i ∈R
i ∈R
o
2h×2h
W ∈R
are all trainable parameters and d1 is 2h/m.
Hs ∈ Rk×2h is the output vectors of cross-attention module,
i.e., the interactive features between the claim and relevant
articles.

Gate Affine Absorption Module. Considering that the
interactive features belong to the shared features between
claims and relevant articles, which lack the context of their
respective sequences, we develop gate affine absorption module to enable the model to capture context-aware interactive
features for both sequences, so as to adaptively focus on the
prominent semantic segments that are widely concerned by
users in claims, and the semantic features that provide users’
holistic opinions in relevant articles, respectively.
Specifically, take the gate G1 (as shown in Figure 2) aiming
at the claim for example, we first employ activation function
to enhance the nonlinear features of the encoding of the
claim ec and the shared interactive features Hs , and then
apply linear transformation to map ec and Hs to obtain the
mapping context-aware claim vector α(ec ), scaling vector
β(Hs ), and shifting vector γ(Hs ), respectively. Next, a gate
mechanism with a sigmoid function σ(·), generates a maskvector from the scaling vector with values between 0 and
1 to select the key semantics adapted to the claim. Finally,
the shifting vector adjusts slightly to the shared features to
achieve the appropriate fusion. Formally, the process can be
formalized as follows:
tc
ts
α(ec )
β(Hs )
γ(Hs )
Hcs

=
=
=
=
=
=

tanh(Wc ec + bc )
tanh(Ws Hs + bs )
Wα tc + bα
Wβ ts + bβ
Wγ ts + bγ
f (ec , Hs ) = σ(β(Hs )) α(ec )+γ(Hs )

(4)

where all W and b are learnable parameters.
denotes
element-wise multiplication. Particularly, the gate G2 aiming
at all relevant articles is the same as the gate G1, and Hrs is
the outputs of the gate G2, i.e., the users’ holistic opinions in
all relevant articles.

Next, we concatenate nclf
and mcs and pass them into a
i
fully-connected layer to get a low-dimensional prediction vector for coherence representation between the core segments
of the claim and conflicts of relevant articles:

3.3

For all relevant articles, we conduct similar operations introduced above to obtain the coherence prediction vectors, i.e.,
cc
cc
scc
1 , s2 , ..., sR , respectively.
Finally, we adopt concatenation operation to fuse them and
predict the probability distribution by the following equation:

Fine-grained Conflict Discovery layer

In order to discover semantic conflicts aiming at each relevant
article, we construct conflict discovery layer consisting of
cross-attention module to achieve full interaction and fusion
between the users’ holistic opinions Hrs and local single relevant article eri , where the cross-attention module has been
introduced in Section 3.2:
Hclf
= Attention(Hrs , eri , eri )
i

(5)

where Hclf
refers to the conflict semantics captured from the
i
i-th relevant article.

3.4

Evidence-aware Coherence Layer

(6)

cc
βij
= exp(ucc
ij )/

Li
X

exp(ucc
il )

(7)

l=1
clf
where Hclf
of the i-th
ij is the j-th word in the conflict Hi
cc
cc
article, uij and βij could be regarded as the raw and normalized association measure of the j-th word in the conflict of
the i-th article to the whole claim sequence. Therefore, we
obtain a claim-guided conflict representation viclf as:

viclf =

Li
X

cc clf
βij
Hil

(8)

l=1

In order to strengthen the conflict semantics closely related to core semantic fragments of the claim, we conduct
an element-wise summation to combine the claim-guided
conflict viclf and encoding conflict mclf
i :
nclf
= viclf ⊕ mclf
i
i

cc
cc
p = softmax(Wp [scc
1 ; s2 ; ..., sR ] + bp )

(9)

where nclf
is the new composite representation for the coni
flict of the i-th article, ⊕ is the element-wise summation.

(10)

(11)

We train the model to minimize cross-entropy error for a
training sample with ground-truth label y:
X
loss = −
ylogp
(12)

4
4.1

To eliminate the noise irrelevant to the claim in the conflicts of all relevant articles, and infer which conflicts discuss
the questioned core fragments of claims, we build evidenceaware coherence layer to measure the coherence between
the core semantic segments of the claim and the potential
conflicts of each article.
Thus, we first employ two BiLSTMs to respectively encode
the core segments Hcs of the claim and the conflict Hclf
of
i
the i-th relevant article, and represent the final hidden states
of both BiLSTMs as mcs and mclf
i , respectively.
Then, we rely on attention mechanism to match the salient
features between the claim and the i-th relevant article. For
the j-th word in the i-th article, we have:
c clf
ucc
ij = Hs Hij

clf
c
scc
i = MLP([ni ; ms ])

Experiments

Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

We adopt two widely-used competitive datasets released by
Popat et al. (2018) for evaluation. Their details are shown as
follows:
Snopes Dataset. Snopes2 possesses 4,341 claims and corresponding 29,242 relevant articles that include opinions on
claims retrieved from 3,267 domains by Bing search API.
Each claim in Snopes is labeled as true and false.
PolitiFact Dataset. PolitiFact3 has 3,568 claims and
29,556 relevant articles associated with 3,028 domains. Each
claim belongs to one of six credibility ratings in PolitiFact:
true, mostly-true, half-true, mostly-false, false, and pants-onfire. Following Ma et al. (2019), we incorporate mostly true,
half true, and mostly false into mixed, and merge false and
pants on fire as false.
Evaluation Metrics. We utilize micro-/macro-averaged
F1, class-specific precision, recall, and F1-score as evaluation
metrics. We hold out 10% of the claims in the two datasets as
development set for tuning the hyper-parameters, and conduct
5-fold cross-validation on the rest of the claims.

4.2

Settings

We tune all hyper-parameters via a small grid search for
the best performance. For preprocessing, we tokenize the
sequences and lowercase the tokens. For parameter configurations, the pre-trained BERT-base model is used to initialize
word embeddings. The size of embeddings is set as 768. The
number R of relevant articles varies with different claims.
The length k of claim sequence and that of each relevant
article are set to 30, and 120, respectively, while the length
of the integrated sequence of all relevant articles varies with
the number of relevant articles. In self-attention networks,
attention heads and blocks are set to 6 and 4, respectively, and
the dropout of multi-head attention is set to 0.5. Additionally,
the initial learning rate is set to 0.001. We use L2-regularizers
with the fully connected layers as well as dropout and set it
to 0.6, and the mini-batch size is 64.
2
3

collected from http://www.snopes.com
collected from https://www.politifact.com
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R

F1
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R
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F1

F1

F1

SVM
CNN
LSTM
DeClarE
HAN
AIFN

0.704
0.721
0.689
0.762
0.807
0.812

0.649
0.636
0.642
0.695
0.759
0.767

0.459
0.477
0.441
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0.637
0.614

0.584
0.440
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0.556
0.665
0.673
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0.460
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0.832
0.802
0.834
0.839
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0.747
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0.771
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0.440
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0.452
0.447
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0.499

0.547
0.566
0.561
0.576
0.627
0.631

0.277
0.270
0.228
0.307
0.340
0.347

Ours

0.842

0.791

0.620

0.795

0.697

0.897

0.898

0.897

0.561

0.515

0.520

0.656

0.365

Table 1: Performance comparison of EVIN against the baselines on Snopes and PolitiFact datasets.
Snopes
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Methods
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PolitiFact
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R
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0.825
0.837
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0.821
0.801
0.842
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0.783
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0.755
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0.789
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0.749
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0.621
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0.334
0.352
0.359
0.363
0.347
0.326
0.365

Table 2: Results of ablation test of our EVIN on Snopes and PolitiFact datasets.

4.3

Performance Evaluation

Comparative baselines We compare the proposed method
with some state-of-the-art baselines, including:
• SVM (Ma et al. 2019): A linear SVM based on various
handcrafted features for credibility evaluation.
• CNN (Wang 2017): A CNN-based model learning n-grams
features from word sequences relying on different window
sizes for fake news detection.
• LSTM (Rashkin et al. 2017): The LSTM model capturing
hidden representation from word sequences for detection.
• DeClarE (Popat et al. 2018): The interactive model for
debunking claims capturing word-level semantic conflicts
as interpretable evidence.
• HAN (Ma et al. 2019): Hierarchical attention networks
relying on coherence learning to obtain sentence-level semantic conflicts for interpretable claim verification.
• AIFN (Wu and Rao 2020): Adaptive interaction fusion networks discovering multi-feature conflicts from the perspective of semantics and emotions between news and comments.
We implement our models with Pytorch4 , HAN and DeClarE
with Theano5 . We use the original codes of the other baselines.
And in CNN-based and LSTM-based models, we only adopt
claim content without considering external resources.
4

https://pytorch.org
5
http://deeplearning.net/software/theano

Overall Performance The results when performing credibility classification on the two datasets are shown in Table 1.
First, among the baseline algorithms, we observe that the
deep learning methods (i.e., CNN and LSTM) perform superior than these using hand-crafted features (i.e., SVM). It is
not surprising, since the deep learning models can learn highlevel hidden representations of claim content. This demonstrates the importance and necessity of relying on neural
networks to learn claim content for verification.
Second, EVIN outperforms the traditional neural networks
(like CNN and LSTM) in terms of all measures. The reason is
that traditional neural networks only focus on claim content to
improve performance, but lack exploring the semantic conflicts
between claims and relevant articles. This confirms the effectiveness of capturing semantic conflicts for credibility evaluation.
Finally, EVIN achieves more remarkable performance than
DeClarE, HAN, and AIFN, showing at least 8.6%, 3.8%, and
3.4% boost in micF1 on the two datasets, respectively. Since
the latter three baselines concentrate on securing semantic
conflicts with different granularity, such as word level, sentence level, and multi-feature level, as explanations of claim
verification, our EVIN puts emphasis on purifying and inferring valid and available evidence from semantic conflicts to
interpret verification results. This proves the effectiveness of
our model in capturing the conflicts that question the core
semantics of claims as evidence.

4.4

Discussion

Ablation Study To investigate the effect of each component
in EVIN, we conduct ablation analysis by removing different
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Figure 3: Comparison of the adaptive ability of our gate affine
transformation with several existing adaptive strategies.
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Effect of the Number of Relevant Articles Figure 4 provides the performance of EVIN under different claims with
different number of relevant articles. We learn that as the number of relevant articles increases, the performance of EVIN
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Evaluation of Gate Affine Absorption We know that cointeractive shared layer can adaptively focus on the crucial
semantics of claims and relevant articles respectively with
the help of gate affine absorption (a.k.a. gaffine.). In order
to further evaluate the adaptive advantages of gaffine., we
compare it with the following adaptive strategies: add. means
additions. heuristics is matching heuristics (Mou et al. 2016).
gate. is attentional feature-based gate (Margatina, Baziotis, and
Potamianos 2019). affine. denotes attentional affine transformation (Margatina, Baziotis, and Potamianos 2019). biaffine.
is biaffine attention (Ma et al. 2019). These baselines replace
our gate affine absorption to combine the shared interactive
features with the encoding of claims or that of relevant articles,
respectively. The experimental results are presented in Figure
3. We can find that: first, gate. relying on filtering irrelevant
features gains better performance than add. and heuristics. And
biaffine. capturing valid invariance-based features by aid of
two affine transformations shows the best performance in all
baselines. Second, our model with gate affine absorption performs more excellent performance than other adaptive models
and the improvements are between 0.8% and 3.8% in micF1
on the two datasets. These results demonstrate the ability of
our gate affine absorption to capture core semantics adaptively.
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micF1

Figure 4: Comparison of EVIN under different claims with
different number of relevant articles.
2020/8/22

modules of our model. We employ -shared, -gate, -G1, G2, conflict, and -coherence to respectively denote the removal of
the following components: co-interactive layer, gate affine absorption, the gate G1, the gate G2, fine-grained conflict discovery
layer, and evidence-aware coherence layer. Table 2 summarizes
the empirical results on Snopes and PolitiFact. The results show
that: first, the removal of different components suffers different
degrees of such performance degradation, which reflects the
effectiveness of each component. Second, the performance of
the model without evidence-aware coherence layer is subjected
to a large reduction, indicating that considering the coherence
between core semantic segments of claims and semantic conflicts of relevant articles to infer available evidence contributes to
boosting the final performance. Finally, as a part of co-interactive
shared layer, gate affine absorption module shows at most 1.7%
performance degradation in micF1 on the two datasets, which
fully embodies the key role of gate affine absorption.
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Figure 5: The most frequent words based on the captured
evidence and the original data on Snopes. (a) The evidence
against false claims, (b) The evidence for true claims, (c) The
original false claims, and (d) The original true claims.
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improves, and when the claims with less than three relevant
articles, the model achieves the most unsatisfactory performance, only showing 75.1% and 46.5% performance in micF1
(at least 9.1% degradation than the model on all articles) on
the two datasets, respectively. The reason might be that the
fewer relevant articles are, i.e., the fewer users participate in
the discussion of the claims, which is easier to weaken the
exposure of the false parts of claims, making it difficult for relevant articles to detect these false parts, which correspondingly
leads to fewer semantic conflicts in the relevant articles. To
some extent, this shows that our model does not perform well
in the relevant articles with less conflicts. This also implies
that our model is not suitable for early claim verification.

4.5

Interpretability Analysis

In order to evaluate the quality of evidence captured by EVIN and
make the verification results easy-to-interpret by this evidence,
we illustrate intuitively from the following three perspectives.
Interpretability on Word-level Distribution of Evidence
We first visualize the most frequent words of evidence captured
by EVIN with word cloud to compare the word distribution between the false claims and true claims on Snopes, as exhibited
in Figure 5. We observe that captured evidence against false
claims strengthens more skeptical or refuting words, such as
‘rumor’, ‘suspected’, and ‘uncovered’ (Figure 5 (a)), and the
evidence for true claims contains more supportive and objective words, like ‘confirmed’, ‘true’, and ‘reason’ (Figure 5 (b)).
Nevertheless, there are no similar patterns between the word
distributions of true claims and that of false claims aiming
at all relevant articles (Figure 5 (c) and (d)). On the whole,
the captured evidence learns a wealth of credibility-indicative
features, which reveals its superior quality.

The relevant articles

The relevant articles

Claim [False]: gang initiates must assault kill woman small child elderly
person walmart
R1: snopes said the rumor first began in the memphis tenn area in july
2005 no murders or attempted murders were reported no gang members
arrested and no one spoke about the supposed plan the rumor seems to
have…
R2: im not sure how far the initiation reaches but this is supposed to be
happening in the desoto and memphis areas for sure please tell everyone
you know not to go shopping in walmart alone…
R3:
R6 other locations may have also received these messages but have not
R6
been confirmed according to these text messages are false various reports
R5
onR5the website which determines if something is a hoax or real…
R4:
R4from time to time known as the hoax it usually includes a text message
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R3
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wannabes
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Figure 6: Visualized results of captured evidence (by evidence-aware coherence layer) and semantic conflicts (by conflict
discovery layer) based on three cases of claims with their relevant articles.
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Interpretability on Fragment-level Semantics of Evidence
To intuitively compare which of the two, i.e., the conflicts that
question the core semantics of claims (the captured evidence)
and general semantic conflicts, is more effective in explaining
the verification results, we visualize the outputs of both conflict
discovery layer and evidence-aware coherence layer at fragment level. Specifically, we first look up these elements with
the largest values from the entire outputs of the two layers, and
then these elements are mapped into the corresponding values
in input embeddings so that we could find the specific tokens.
The visualization results are depicted in Figure 6. From Figure
6(a) and (c), we learn that the obtained semantic conflicts contain broader semantics, including ambiguous argument, such
as ‘I’m not sure’ and ‘if something is a hoax or real’, while the
captured evidence not only focuses on the core semantics of
the claim, like ‘no murders’ in claim 1 (red), but also provides
useful explanations precisely, such as ‘the latest incidence of
this urban legend’. From Figure 6(b) and (c), we grasp that
the captured evidence fragments are capable of supporting the
credibility of claims. For instance, in claim 2, the evidence
fragment ‘an elaborate internet hoax fooled people’ refutes the
claim ‘comedian bill murray running president’ as false. These
prove that the captured evidence effectively reveals the false
parts of the claim, which is superior to the semantic conflicts
in interpreting the credibility results.

Interpretability on Sentence-level Articles of Evidence
We map the attention weights of EVIN to different relevant
articles (i.e., sentence-level articles) for false and true claims,
as shown in Figure 7, which specifically visualizes the attention maps for 20 sampled claims with their relevant articles on
Snopes. We can find that the distribution of attention weights
for the relevant articles of true claims is more uniform, whereas
that of false claims is sparser, in which certain sentences are
highly focused. These sentences contain rich questioning voices
(according to the last subsection), which conveys that the relevant articles rich in controversial features can be effectively
concerned by EVIN. Interestingly enough several articles of
false claims receive little attention, showing weak correlation
between these articles and their claims, which indicates that
the relevant articles of false claims involve more noise features
(like, commercial ad., spams, etc.) than these of true claims.
This may well provide salient credibility-indicative features for
understanding the differences between true and false claims.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed to investigate the important problem of interpretable claim verification. We endeavored to infer
and distill the conflicts that questioned the core semantics of
claims and served as the available evidence to explain the
verification results. Our model first focused on the core semantic fragments of claims and the users’ opinions on claims
in the relevant articles, then finely-grained captured semantic
conflicts in the opinions for each relevant article, and finally
inferred the consistency between these conflicts and core semantics of claims to grasp available evidence. By the evidence,
our model thus showed significantly improved performance
in claim verification on two competitive datasets and made
the verification results easy-to-interpret. In the future, we plan
to explore the changes of semantic conflicts under dynamic
features by taking into temporal attributes of relevant articles
or comments consideration to boost the interpretability of
verification. Besides, we try to introduce few-shot learning to
address the problem of early claim verification.
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